Communications & Engagement
Strategy

Introduction
“Keeping the communities of
Lincolnshire feeling safe and
being safe has been, and will
continue to be, my top priority as
your Police and Crime
Commissioner.”
Marc Jones
Police and Crime Commissioner (PCC)
for Lincolnshire

Strategic objective
The PCC’s Police and Crime Plan sets the direction for community safety,
policing and criminal justice in Lincolnshire. It sets out four key principles to
guide the efforts of the PCC and his office, one of these being ‘listening,
responding and being accountable’ which sets our strategic objective.

Listening, responding and being accountable
Making sure the people of Lincolnshire have their say in shaping our
priorities.


Communication and engagement have a
key role in ensuring that the Commissioner
can carry out his duty to inform people
about policies and activities which have an
impact on them and, crucially, involve
them in the decision-making process. He
must engage as broadly as possible with all
relevant individuals and organisations to
ensure he understands the key challenges
for Lincolnshire and can set the right
policing objectives to deal
with them.







Engage with the public of Lincolnshire regularly, openly and through
multiple ‘channels’ recognising that ‘one size’ does not fit all
As legislation permits, take a more active role in handling complaints
against the police service to make sure the public are listened to
Seek the public’s view on key and emerging issues throughout the
year
Work with the Chief Constable to deliver a sustainable police service
to protect the people of Lincolnshire
Shape services to be responsive to local need
Being open and transparent in all that I do to maintain the highest
standards of behaviour in public office so that I am visibly
accountable and the public understanding of the role of the PCC
grows

What we mean by communication
and engagement
The dictionary defines communication as ‘the imparting or exchanging of
information’ but we know that in reality, the art of good communication is
not that simple. Sometimes, despite best intentions, something can get lost in
translation, resulting in misunderstanding and confusion.
Without a robust strategy and clear guidelines, it is easy to get lost along the
way, wasting time and effort. Well-meaning communication and
engagement activities can be conducted without producing effective,
measurable outcomes that support the overall vision. Put simply; there is no
value in doing things well, if you are doing the wrong things.
Sometimes, we can get caught up in ‘broadcasting’ messages to others
that we forget to listen to what the audience has to say, or ask for input or
suggestions. This can result in missed opportunities and damaged
relationships.
Effective communication is supported by strong engagement, and
vice versa.
Communication can be used to inform, raise awareness, correct inaccurate
information, campaign for behaviour change, improve internal employee
engagement and so much more.
Engagement can be used to build relationships, steer activities and
influence strategic decision making.

Strategic framework
Everything we communicate should
support the Police and Crime Plan and the
key principle of ‘listening, responding and
being accountable.’
The office has a number of key areas of
work when it comes to communications
and engagement. Each of these areas
requires its own communications plan, in
line with this overarching strategic
framework.
These areas include, but are not limited to:


PCC’s Victims Strategy



Consultation work, including the
PCC’s annual council tax precept
and public opinion survey and his
Safer Together Research Panel



Youth engagement through the
commissioned ‘Leaders Unlocked’



Community engagement through the
Safer Together team

All communication and engagement
activity should be attributed to one or
more of our objectives, whilst adhering
to every one of our values.

Objectives

Inform
Communities have clear a
understanding of the role, priorities,
services, activities and achievements of
the PCC and his office (OPCC)

Assure
Communities have trust in the OPCC and
are assured that public money is used wisely and in accordance with
these priorities as listed within the Police and Crime Plan. They are assured
that feedback is valued and understand how it is used to influence
priorities, activities and decision making.

Engage
Communities have opportunities to engage with the office and are
consulted in a way that influences activities and strategic decision
making.

Empower
Communities are involved in decision making and feel empowered to
take an active role in shaping and scrutinising local service delivery;
playing a part in making their communities safer

Values

Innovative
The way we communicate and engage must be receptive to change - the steady growth of social
media and evolution of technology over the years and, more recently, the national pandemic due to
COVID-19 has shown that me must be flexible in how we communicate with stakeholders. In order to
reach all members of our diverse communities, we must strive to be innovative in our tactics;
embracing new technology and techniques whilst still utilising the more ‘traditional’ methods of
communication and engagement.

Motive
All activities should have a motive. They should be relevant and planned; targeted at the needs of the
intended audience and with appropriate information. The purpose of all consultation and
engagement should be clearly communicated.

Partnership
Work should be collaborative, working with partner agencies where possible to minimise duplications
and maximise effective outcomes.

Accessible and inclusive
Communication must be clear and concise; easy to understand and accessible by all sectors of the
community. All consultation and engagement activities should be fair and representative in terms of
geography, demography and identity, whilst being pro-active in giving a louder voice to those that
may be under-represented, seldom heard or dis engaged — including those with direct experience of
the criminal justice system.

Cost effective
Activity must be coordinated in a meaningful and cost effective way, informed by evidence of best
practice; ensuring a proportionate balance between cost, quality and benefit.

Transparent
Everything we communicate should be open, honest and factually correct. The PCC pledges in his
Police and Crime Plan to be open and transparent in all that he does to ‘maintain the highest
standards of behaviour in public office so that I am visibly accountable and the public understanding
of the role of the PCC grows’.

External communications
and engagement

The Police and Crime Plan states
that the OPCC should:
“Engage with the public of
Lincolnshire regularly, openly and
through multiple “channels”
recognising that “one size” does not
fit all including:





Youth Advisory Group to seek
the views of the young from a
range of backgrounds including
those in care
Community Commission to
ensure the public voice is heard
from across the breadth of the
county



Attend community meetings of
all sorts



Active web, social media
engagement and online

A delivery plan sits under this strategy and work should be undertaken to identify
effective channels and methods of communication and engagement
This could include:


New OPCC website in line with the strategic framework



Social media



‘Traditional’ communication methods including leaflets, booklets (such as the
annual report) and articles in published materials (such as Lincolnshire County
Council’s ‘County News’ which is delivered to every household)



Digital newsletter



Digital media, such as infographics and video



Interactive surveys (such as the annual council tax precept and public opinion
survey, the PCC’s Safer Together Research Panel and the victim satisfaction
survey)



Events (including conferences, face-to-face engagement, workshops and
focus groups)



News and media (press releases, TV and radio interviews, etc.)



Co-ordinated campaigns



General correspondence (letters, emails, freedom of information requests,
phone calls, etc.)

Internal communications
and engagement
When we talk about ‘internal communications’ we don’t simply
mean the staff within the OPCC, we mean Lincolnshire Police staff
(including those employed by G4S providing policing functions),
officers and volunteers as well as those staff within the services we
commission.
We want to ensure that all staff have the opportunity to get to
know the PCC, hear about what he and his office are doing and
what this means for them. We also want to provide a range of
routes for the PCC to hear feedback from staff and for staff to hear
back from the PCC – providing a two-way loop and open channels
of communication both ways.
All internal communications and engagement activity will follow
the strategic framework, including the four pillars: inform, assure,
engage and empower. They could include all external
communication methods as well as:


An OPCC space on the force intranet



Blog posts from the PCC



Face-to-face engagement between staff and the PCC

Evaluating and monitoring
We know that effective communication and engagement is important,
but how do we put a value on it? Digital developments provide some
measure of success, while other areas remain less tangible.
This strategy is a working document and must be routinely reviewed to
ensure our approach is having the intended outcome. To measure this,
we will continuously monitor:



Consultations and surveys
The number of people engaging with us, who they are and what
they are telling us



Digital analytics
Social media growth and engagement, website insights, etc.



Media coverage



Referrals and self-referrals to victim services



Direct engagement
Monitoring should take place at every stage of the engagement
process and each project/service should have its own
communications and engagement plan that sits under this
overarching strategy.



General correspondence
Letters, emails, phone calls, freedom of information requests, etc.

Office of the Police and Crime
Commissioner
Lincolnshire Police Headquarters
Deepdale Lane,
Nettleham,
LN2 2LT

01522 947192

lincolnshire-pcc@lincs.pnn.police.uk

